THE SHROUD OF TURIN III
The purpose of this illustration is to show the ‘negative’ aspect of the Shroud of Turn. Based on all the evidence analyzed and scrutinized, it appears that the photographic effect of the image imprinted on the Shroud is a reverse negative. The image is said to only be empresses on the top layers
of the Shroud and conclusively not printed as so many alleged throughout the centuries. Moreover what is an anomaly is that the exposure has been determined to only have been possible with a light source outside the spectrum of the visible light at a intense frequency. Some have calculated
that it would have required a ’flash’ to that match by an atomic blast going off. It is estimated that it would have required 34 trillion watts of light emitted in a split second from the inside of the Shroud. What is amazing is that it s a uniform exposure, front and back at the same time. Many believe
that the impression left on the Shroud of Turin is that of a ‘receipt’ or a physical witness and proof of the crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus. It serves as a sign and credential that He was the Messiah, the Christ as He foretold would happen based on the Sign of Jonah.
What is very unique about the scene after the resurrection of Jesus, according the Gospels is that various Angels were involved. A pair manifested themselves in the Garden Tomb as the women
came to prepare the body after Passover that Sunday after the Sabbath. Theologically the ‘sitting’ of the Angels as depicted on the Ark of the Covenant standing signifies a work completed.

The blood on the head appears
consistent of having a round
crown of thorns.

N

Spear wound through the spleen
and heart from Roman lance.
Foot wound of the nailed feed,
not sure if single nail through 2
feet or separated nailing.

It is timely as it was
at the Saturday and
Sabbath that Jesus
arose exactly 3 days of
24 hours segments.
The ‘sitting’ Angles
represent the finished
work of Jesus at least
on this side of Eternity
as currently Jesus is
functioning as the High
Priest.
The nailing of the hands was not in the palm
as that would have torn and fallen off cross.
The blood flow down the arms suggest a ‘V’
type of nailing of the arms and hands.
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The current prophetic
office is that of
Messiah-bin-Joseph
interceding for His
Bride before the Ark
of the Convent in
Heaven where He
presented His own
blood for atonement.
Jesus is to return as
promised in the Upper
Room discourse that He
would not drink of the
fruit of the vine until
the Kingdom. At His
return, He will fulfill the
3rd prophetic office,
that of Messiah-binDavid. Jesus will return
not as a lamb slaughtered and crowned with
thorns and pierced but
as the conquering Lion
of Judah that defeated
sin, Satan and Death.

